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Homicide detective Nan Vining finds her world rocked when a murder investigation becomes chillingly personal inHomicide detective Nan Vining finds her world rocked when a murder investigation becomes chillingly personal in

this hard-edged thriller for fans of Patricia Cornwell, Tana French, and Lisa Gardner.this hard-edged thriller for fans of Patricia Cornwell, Tana French, and Lisa Gardner.

 

In a breathtaking infinity pool on a sprawling Pasadena estate, the naked body of a beautiful young woman floats

facedown in a drift of rose petals blowing on the breeze. Police sergeant Jim Kissick responds instantly, pulling the

dead victim from the water. When his longtime girlfriend, Detective Nan Vining, arrives on-scene, she’s full of

questions, and not just about the Jane Doe. Why did the homeowner text Jim instead of calling 911? Jim’s

explanation—that he’s simply an old friend of Teddy and Rebecca Sexton’s—doesn’t sit well with Nan. A survivor of a

bizarre murder attempt herself, Nan’s instincts for deception are acute. She senses that they’re all hiding something

—including Jim, which plunges a wedge deep into their once steadfast relationship.

 

Then a drought-ravaged lake in a bucolic Central California town reveals a grisly secret. Soon two local detectives

arrive in Pasadena to interview Jim and his wealthy friends about a mysterious death from years back, and Nan

realizes she has good reasons for her suspicions. Jim’s always been her rock, but suddenly he’s become a stranger. And

once Nan identifies her Jane Doe, events careen out of control as darkness from the past threatens to consume the

life that Nan has worked so hard to rebuild.
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“The First Cut should immediately establish Dianne Emley in the front ranks of thriller writers.”—#1 —#1 New YorkNew York
TimesTimes bestselling author Michael Connelly bestselling author Michael Connelly

  

“Stunningly good! The First Cut hurtles the reader down a razor’s edge of suspense to the final, shattering end.”—#1—#1

New York TimesNew York Times bestselling author Lisa Gardner bestselling author Lisa Gardner

  

“Emley masterfully twists, turns, and shocks.”——New York TimesNew York Times bestselling author Tess Gerritsen bestselling author Tess Gerritsen, on Love Kills
 
“Killing Secrets is diabolically good, a top-notch murder mystery. Nan Vining is a heroine you’ll love.”——New YorkNew York
TimesTimes bestselling author Allison Brennan bestselling author Allison Brennan

Praise for Praise for Lying BlindLying Blind

“Another first-rate police procedure that follows the investigations led by the strong, dedicated, and very sharp

Detective Nan Vining.”——Kings River Life Kings River Life 

“Boasting a wonderful cast of characters and engaging dialogue, this book kept me enraptured from beginning to

end.”—Dru’s Book Musings—Dru’s Book Musings

“[Dianne] Emley once again continues to deftly bring Vining to life in a way that rings true.”—Elizabeth A. White—Elizabeth A. White

Book ReviewsBook Reviews

“Fans of plucky heroines will enjoy this.”—Littoral Librarian—Littoral Librarian

“Another phenomenal installment to this series! . . . There were many twists and surprises in this novel that kept me

guessing right up until the shocking ending!”—Red Wine and Books—Red Wine and Books
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